
LUCINA
QUICK START UP GUDE



START UP INSTRUCTIONS
▸ Plug LUCINA into the mains using her charger. Her mains 

port is situated on her right flank.



▸ Turn on LUCINA by pressing the button located next to the 
power input port. 

▸ A constant blue circle will appear on the power button and 
LUCINA will say ‘HELLO’ once the power up has 
completed.



POWERING ON THE FETUS

▸ Locate and press the power button on the back of the 
fetus.



▸ Turn over the fetus and you should see a blinking green 
light in the umbilical indicating the fetus is powering up. 

▸ When it turns to a solid green the fetus is running with 
good battery.



▸ Turn on the ThinkPad controller laptop and ensure you are 
connected to the mfs2156. 

▸ Then select the Muse Welcome Page icon in the centre of 
the screen.



▸ This will take you to the Muse Welcome page. Select the 
Muse icon on the left. 

▸ Add the password admin all in lower case.



▸ Once the MUSE home page has opened you can pick your 
preferred  SCE and then select run.



▸ This will take you through to the mannequin setup guide. 

▸ Follow all setup instructions before continuing or you will 
be unable to begin your selected scenario and may 
damage the simulator. 



▸ On the surface pro laptop ensure you are also connected 
to mfs2156 network.



▸ Then select the Muse Welcome Page icon located in the 
task bar at the the bottom of the screen.



▸ Once on the Muse Welcome Page select the TouchPro 
Patient Monitor icon.



▸ Once TouchPro has started you can adjust the monitor 
layout to fit your scenario.



SHUT DOWN INSTRUCTIONS
▸ On the controller laptop select the x at the top right of the screen to end the scenario. 

▸ Then close MUSE and MUSE Welcome Page by selecting the x at the top left of the 
screen. 

▸ To turn off the controller laptop select the          icon at the bottom left of the screen 
and shut down.



▸ On the physiology monitor select the X at the top left hand 
corner of the screen. 

▸ Then select the         icon at the bottom of the screen and 
shut down. 



▸ Turn off Lucina by pressing the power button for a couple 
of seconds and wait until the blue circle disappears to 
show the simulator has fully powered down. 

▸ Ensure you pack both laptops and all chargers away in 
securely in the bag provided 

▸ Make sure you return all loaned equipment back to GAPS.



IF YOU HAVE ANY TECHNICAL ISSUES PLEASE 
CONTACT US ON 1119. THANK YOU.


